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Since the revolutions of 1989-90 and the the member states of NATO "to fulfill the prom-
fall of the Berlin Wall, NATO has emerged as ise of the Washington Summit to build a Eu-T he next administration will need to the backbone of Europe's security architecture. rope whole and free ... [and] at the next NATO

devise a policy on NATO enlargement In response to the demands of outsiders for Summit in 2002 to invite our democracies to
in preparation for the 2002 summit collaboration, NATO has consistently adhered join NATO." This political initiative is to be

meeting soon after it takes office. to a strategy of inclusion to create a Europe followed by another gathering of the nine MAP
Political, geostrategic, and technical whole and undivided. This was a conscious defense ministers in Sofia in October 2000. In

factors will framne policy options on enlarge- effort at the July 1990 London Summit, where sum, although internal conditions may not yet
ment, though the shifting importance of these NATO invited the Soviet Union and non-Soviet be ripe for consensus on enlargement, NATO
factors will likely influence any decision on Warsaw Pact members "to establish regular will be faced with increasing political pressures
enlarging the Alliance, diplomatic liaison with NATO," and at the from the nine MA aspirants, and a new U.S.

The political argument for maintaining November 1991 Rome Summit, where it administration will need to develop a policy on
enlargement momentum in order to demon- launched the North Atlantic Cooperation Coun- this issue well before 2002.
strate Alliance credibility and the geostrate- cil (NACC) to include them. When the Soviet
gic argument for a NATO land bridge gradu- Union disintegrated in January 1992, NATO Framing
ally have become less persuasive as a result decided to include former Soviet republics in Enlargement Policy
of the Kosovo conflict, the NACC, thus attempting to ensure a EuropePoicaFctrThgudn ic-

Four policy options exist, each with a free and whole. The same strategy prevailed atPotiaFcorThgudnprc-
different impact on the objective of enhanc- the Brussels Summit in January 1994, which pier behind all enlarentO a ctivitie s with mApart-
ing stability and security beyond NATO and launched the Partnership for Peace (PFP)nesithtalnlgmntdcsosran
building a Europe whole and undivided, comprising members of NACC and those mem- political. While this principle will remain a

If NATO were to extend no invitation, the bers of the Conference (now Organization) on cornerstone of policy, we need to recognize that
credibility of Article 10 open door policy Security and Cooperation in Europe that were as NATO moves down the MAP road we are
would be called into question. If it were to able and willing to contribute. The July 1997 slowly embedding ourselves in an implicit
invite one or more countries for accession Madrid Summit decision to invite the Czech contractual relationship with the nine aspirants

negotiations, momentum would he main- Republic, Hungary, and Poland to begin acces- thtwl nraigly lii oiia hie.I
tained but perhaps not sufficient development sion talks also was portrayed in terms of inclu- other words, as NATO encourages MAP govern-
demonstrated to the excluded Membership sion; the Alliance reaffirmed that it remained ments to implement political, economic, and
Action Plan countries. And, if it invited all open to new members under Article 10, adding defense reforms, it is increasingly obliged to
nine aspirants to join, it might temporarily that " [N] o European democratic country.. choose new members based on these criteria to
remove unpleasant political pressure but would be excluded from consideration." justify their choices. NATO will find it difficult to
incur substantial political and geostrategic The NATO Summit scheduled for 2002? decline a MAP partner that clearly has suc-
costs in the future. will have enlargement on the agenda, not just ceeded in implementing serious reforms or to

Barring political or geostrategic up- because the April 1999 Washington Summit invite one that has not fulfilled them. If NATO
heavals, the United States should support a stated that the next summit would review the were to disregard these criteria, it would under-
2002 Summit announcement that NATO will enlargement process, but also because the nine mine the credibility and legitimacy of MAP for
invite one or more new members at a future Membership Action Plan (MAP) foreign minis- those partners (probably the majority) who did
summit, perhaps in 2005 or 2006. ters launched a political initiative on May

18-19, 2000 in Vilnius, Lithuania, to remind
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implement defense reforms but were not in- Including the states of Southeastern contain the independent diplomatic efforts of
vited, hence destabilizing the process. Europe in NATO would have geostrategic value the Greek and Czech foreign ministers.)

Nevertheless, the Alliance has always said in the context of any future Balkan crisis and In sum, while geostrategic factors proba-
that enlargement will not be based solely on with respect to advancing and protecting Al- bly will remain important in the post-Cold War
technical progress in defense or on success with liance interests in Caspian Basin energy devel- world, they play a different role in more likely
democratic and market reforms. Enlargement opments and even in the Middle East (though non-Article 5 contingencies that will challenge
decisions also will be influenced by the domes- the importance of such geostrategic factors in NATO, and extending formal membership to
tic politics in member states, intra-Alliance the post-Cold War world may be overstated). MAP partners in southeast or northeast Europe
politics, and international developments. Thus, may not provide the solution that many adher-
there will have to be consensus within and while geostrategic ents claim.
among current member states that adding a Technical Factors When NATO
new member will contribute to overall Alliance factors probably will adopted PFP at the Brussels Summit in January
security, not just to technical realization of the remain important, they 1994, many aspiring NATO members were
principles that NATO has developed for acces- play a different role in disappointed and criticized PFP as a "policy for
sion, which might be called "NATO acqui." postponement." Few had any notion of how
(Just as the European Union has developed more likely non-Article 5 important the program would become. In
volumes of rules and regulations known as contingencies that will response to persistent partner pressures to join,
acqui communitaire, NATO has developed challenge NATO in September 1995 NATO produced a Study on
principles for accession.) This is not easy to NATO Enlargement that stressed that the goal
game out and will clearly be influenced by a of enlargement was to "render obsolete the idea
range of issues difficult to predict, including Although Article 4 actions are now more of 'dividing lines' in Europe" and outlined
economic trends, the European Union enlarge- likely, geostrategic factors remain important, Alliance expectations of new members. The
ment process, and developments in Russia. but in a different way. For example, in the first study noted that "PFP would assist partners to

Geostrategic Factors Since the end Article 4 post-Cold War campaign, NATO ex- undertake necessary defense management
of the Cold War, the influence of geostrategic tended a limited (in space and time) Article 5 reforms [such as] transparent national defense
factors on membership decisions has been guarantee to non-NATO members (Bulgaria, planning, resource allocation and budgeting,
changing as the probability of NATO's operat- Romania, Albania, and Macedonia) threatened appropriate legislation, and parliamentary and
ing under an Article 5 defense has shifted to the by Belgrade in return for their wartime support public accountability. The PFP Planning and
more likely contingency of NATO's participat- in Kosovo. (In paragraphs 13 and 14 of the Review Process (PARP) and PFP exercises will
ing in an Article 4 operation, which carries "Statement on Kosovo" issued by the North introduce partners to collective defense plan-
different obligations for Alliance members. Atlantic Council in Washington in 1999, the ning and pave the way for more detailed opera-

Geostrategic factors were dominant during council stated: "13. We will not tolerate threats tional planning."
the Cold War, when execution of main defense by the Belgrade regime to the security of its The December 1995 North Atlantic Council
actions and support to reception and onward neighbors. We will respond to such challenges (NAC) ministerial launched enhanced dia-
movement of heavy defense forces were at the by Belgrade to its neighbors resulting from the logues with those partners interested in joining
forefront of membership criteria. The 1995 presence of NATO forces or their activities on the Alliance. By early 1997, twelve partners had
principles on enlargement made clear that their territory during this crisis. 14. We reaffirm expressed such an interest. When the Madrid
membership should be based on a number of our support for the territorial integrity and Summit extended invitations to the Czech
considerations, not just ability to contribute to sovereignty of all countries in the region.") Republic, Hungary, and Poland in July 1997,
Alliance security. Hence, formal accession was not necessary for NATO reiterated its open-door policy, created a

Some have focused on geographic posi- the Alliance to gain compliance of and access new Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC)
tion as a key criterion. Yet, even during the to a MAP or PFP partner. Correspondingly, to strengthen the role of partners in PFP deci-
Cold War, when Article 5 operations were more formal membership does not necessarily guar- sionmaking and planning, and adopted new
plausible and defense requirements were antee the compliance of a new member nor terms of reference under enhanced PFP to
greater, NATO lived with "islands"(Iceland, NATO access to its territory during a non-Article broaden cooperation beyond peace enforcement
Norway, the United Kingdom) that required 5 contingency. In fact, it might actually di- operations. The Political-Military Steering
reinforcement. Today, many potential candi- minish NATO leverage. (For example, during Committee (PMSC) continued to manage PFP
dates are discussed in geostrategic terms with the Kosovo conflict, NATO found it difficult to programs, the PARP became more significant,
Article 5 obligations in mind, for example, and NATO expanded the number of Standard-
Slovakia and Slovenia, which provide a land ization Agreements (STANAGs) made available
bridge to the NATO island of Hungary, and
Romania and Bulgaria, which "contain"
Serbia and "stabilize" Macedonia while linking Jeffrey Simon is a senior fellow in the Institute for National Strategic Studies at the National Defense
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to partners (now 1, 169) through the Partner- Four Options U.S. Senate support for the invited partner(s),

Ati Codnthe n Ju e19lAT. eeneMnitr From the perspective of the shifting weight and some MAP partners would conclude that
At he~ne199 NTO efnseMiistr- among political, geostrategic, and technical they would never get an invitation and might

iaale n APpartners agreed to a report factors, each of the folwn or20 u- disengage from further cooperation. While the
entitled "Expanding and Adapting the PEP mil fnagmn ollcyowtiong four 200 asu- U.S. Senate overwhelmingly supported the
Planning and Review Process" that suggested tsenlare men polic optionsov s cane efpolm accession of the Czech Republic, Hungary, and
major enhancements to the PARP to make it sessd. Eaodchpinsles onefesettofhproblems Poland, it went on record that it expected
more closely resemble the NATO Defense Plan- Opto g setteNA Atce1 guarantees that additional new members
ning Questionnaire (DPQ). Beginning in 1999, co pmtment 1o Aserti then NAtO Arvtce 10 would be producers and not consumers of
NATO approved PARP Ministerial Guidance cowmembtentoremi.pn u nien security. The experiences thus far with new
(now like the DPQ) that replaced the old inter- n fte memb aner sml.eieae iscm members will only make this concern more
operability objectives with Partnership Goals mifmn themalianc siply rediterates its com- salient in the next enlargement round.
for Interoperability and for Forces and Capabil- mitmbent toe remainaopeng and inies no manane in the fall of 1998, the North Atlantic
ities. The new guidance aimed to develop Asml Rt)rpr ugse htNT
specific armed forces and capabilities that invite Slovenia at the April 1999 Washington
partners could offer in support of NATO opera- the political argument Summit to demonstrate the credibility of Article
tions. In addition, the Euro-Atlantic Partner- for enlargement to 10. The Alliance did not adopt this proposal, in
ship Council provided a forum for greater part because consensus did not yet exist, and in
partner participation in deliberations on opera- demonstrate Alliance part because Slovenia had simply not made
tions to which partners contribute forces. credibility and the sufficient effort in the development of its de-

iTroued taheington parmt tocninc thel 99 geostrategic argument fense capabilities and structures compared to
intrducd th MA, i par toconvncetheother aspirants. The political argument for

remaining nine aspirants that Article 10 (the for a NATO land bridge maintaining enlargement momentum in order
Open Door policy) was not hollow, and in part gradually have become to demonstrate Alliance credibility and the
to assist them to develop forces and capabilities lesp ruaieaI geostrategic argument for a NATO land bridge
that could operate with NATO under its new iesp ru sv sagradually have become less persuasive as a
Operational Capabilities Concept. The MAP result of Kosovo result of the Kosovo conflict experience and the
went further than the 1995 Study on NATO changes in MAP since its launch. The net effect
Enlargement in defining what the aspirants is the slow shift of balance toward increasing
needed to accomplish on the path to member- NAOceiiiyaogtenn A ates the weight of technical performance at the
ship. It was designed to incorporate lessons and to keep them engaged in the MAP process epneo oiia n esrtgcfcos

learnd inthe ccesion iscusion wit the to maintain its stabilizing role. While this epneo oiia n esrtgcfcos
Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland. optlionc haors the advatages deeof notounermtinin talks in 2002 presents more of a challenge to

The MAP includes submission of a tai- Aelltianceefrs w to Rurther adevelopnecooperative NATO now, because the Alliance has acquired

coeAnal, ec Nomic, a defensearesoure, s secu ityan requiring justification of selective invitations, additional (and less than exemplary) perform-
leal, asectsnofic memesi;afenersocsedbckrty mech MAP partners will expect more than this. Some ance experience with the three new members

legalaspecs of emberhip; feedack mch- ae likly toperceve ths andn hasancfine-tuned hsthen-MAPe t process.ces(Sincec
anism through a NAC 19+1 partner progress are, likel tpceaive thaNAOis a usuan g Alanebuh accession on March 12, 1999, all three new
assessment; a clearinghouse for coordinating off, make plclaims rgu that NAT disvusingea NATO members have implemented so-called
plurtyanningthatnreviw agrenhned pla ennigtrets Europe is emerging. In sum, the Alliance will strategic reviews and lowered their force goal

plannng tht revews areed lannig tarets. robaby fin thisoptin dicommitmentslemeovermmthent nextrth sixxt years;ar;the
The MAP process contains the same potential to poably findthisy opa tindficultrto i mplefa eofM ent Czech Republic will reduce its forces probably
mature into a fundamental program not andjusify part icpesulesarly in lgto the fac ecofiMA to 40,000, Hungary to 37,500, and Poland to
nally envisioned by its architects as the PEP. In of maneraprssure an inop lihfr the objective. 150,000. One could argue that these reviews
fact, one might argue that the comprehensive maitaion2Ing it auope fre moe andpwole are the result of defense planning failures in
MAP program has created the necessary NATO Oatstoeion 2ccInviteon egor mtorens.~ all three countries.) Whereas previous summits
acqui against which the Alliance can assess the ranvtstbeing aessrione aprn tstegotai ns (Brussels in 1994, Madrid in 1997, and Wash-
technical preparations and capacities of the ac nvsiting onegoitors moeasirntais tolbeinia ington in 1999) were able to develop new
nine MAP partners and judge their readiness accesintu andegoiationcs mAiTa reinsplitical programs (such as PFF, then enhanced PEP
for membership. At the same time, the process m enu adrifocsNTceiblton and EAPC, and later the MAP, respectively) to
is reinforcing and deepening the partners' Article 10, but it raises the challenge of dealing maintain credibility, NaTO' future program-
expectations of NATO reciprocation. with the uninvited MAP partners. NATO would matic options are becoming more limited. We

need to persuade the excluded MAP partners have installed the MAP and need to use the
that the invited nations had actually achieved poesadistcnclciei ojsiya
reforms that justified inclusion. if the case poesadistcnclciei ojsiya
were not credible, it would be difficult to gain
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invitation. Unfortunately, the nine MAP Third, such a policy would make it very diffi- Ukraine. Whether cooperative or competitive
partners have very limited technical capacities cult (if not impossible) for Russia to maintain relations evolve in Russia or Ukraine will he
at the present time, and making a credible case a cooperative relationship with NATO. This the result of their internal evolution, not the
for any of them on NATO acqui grounds is not policy would push Russia to become more result of NATO pressure.
yet possible. competitive and to draw a line, with possible Success will be defined if the MAP process

Option 3 Extend an invitation to all reverberations in Bosnia-Herzegovina and succeeds in "growing" one or more MAP part-
nine aspirants', with the caveat that actual Kosovo. In sum, an invitation to nine MAP ners who could be invited to accede to the
accession will occur only after the specific partners at the next Summit would probably Alliance on NATO acqui grounds, partners
five MAP chapters of NATO acqui have been remove temporarily some unpleasant political whose reforms will be credible enough to the
completed pressure from the Alliance but incur substantial excluded partners to persuade them to remain

This so-called Big Bang proposal to invite political and geostrategic costs. engaged in the MAP program. Hence, enlarge-
all nine MAP members gained political inn- Option 4 Announce that the Alliance ment of NATO will result not in the inclusion
mentum with the Vilnius Statement in May will invite one or more new members of weak consumer partners for the sake of
2000 and likely will be followed by additional at some future Summit, perhaps in 2005 political momentum, but in a stronger NATO
political efforts. The argument of the nine MAP or 2006. with producers of security, and in continued
members is that a NATO accession invitation Announcing the intention to invite one or stabilization of MAP and PFP partners. For
would permit them to stop politicking to join more new members at a Summit in 2005 or these reasons, barring radical political and/or
(and thereby remove a political burden from 2006 is a variation of the December 1996 geostrategic upheavals, the United States should
NATO) and would provide their governments formulation that committed the Alliance to support a 2002 Summit policy announcing that
political ammunition to build domestic social the Alliance will "invite one or more new mem-
support to carry through defense reforms and enlargement of NATO hers" at a 2005 or 2006 Summit.
justify continued participation in the MAP. wl eutn ti h

The argument that such an invitation wilrsl o nteCoda
would remove political pressure from NATO is inclusion of weak One rightfully could ask regarding en-
questionable. Many of the same MAP partners consumers for the sake largement, to what end? Do limits exist? Does
who have been designated future EU members o oiia o e t m h linehv onaista tsol o
are continuing to express impatience and vent ofss p ltclm enu ,The Alancwer hav boundaries that iut thsholeo
frustration, arguing that the EU is stalling or but in a stronger NATO crosts? The anotywerofcoursbe, ieasyesbu thes
delaying the date of accession. In addition, an with producers of security limrapit s parnoyeprcepoftibe, bcam o use Athe t
invitation to the nine would not necessarily galeogrhaphi spaeofin thataea cmmnEuo-tlantie
help them build social support for defense vralue wthcarty defin e thtaemany not yetAb

prgasor for NATO. On the contrary, the "invite one or more" at the July 1997 Madrid darawner withus clrtyWhile manyes PFPi andtoMAP
three new NATO members have been unable to Summit. Politically, this differs from Option 1 masks the difficulty of transforming stated
generate additional social support for defense in that it would demonstrate and reinforce intentions into reality. With the MAP, NATO has
budgets or for NATO. (For example, after be- NATO credibility on enlargement while re- sketched the path and provided the tools. It
coming a member, Hungary revised downward maining consistent with the strategy of build- remains to be seen who among the PFP and
its pre-accession commitments to raise defense ing an undivided Europe. Technically, the MAP partners has the will and capability to
expenditures 0. 1 percent per year.) option provides the (hopefully sufficient) 3-4 travel that path.

offsetting the benefits that the nine be- years necessary to permit germination and
lieve would accrue from an invitation are maturation of some MAP partners' technical
potentially substantial political and geostrate- capacities in fulfilling NATO acqui. Geostrate-
gic costs. First, this option would mark a dis- gically, it would provide necessary time to see
tinct shift in NATO post-Cold War policy in that how Russia evolves under Vladimir Putin, as
the (unintended) result would be aperception well as to observe the reform efforts in
that NATO had drawn lines, that now Europe
was once again divided. It would signal to
countries like Croatia and Moldova (and per-
haps Austria, Sweden, and Finland) that they The Institute for National Strategic Studies publishes Tihe Strategic Forumsseries ptresentsortiginal research by

outsde he ATOmembrshp crcl, books, monographs, and reporns on national security mnomnern of the National Defense Univetsity as well as
were o tieteN T me brhpcrlstrategy, defense policy, and national military strategy. other scholars and specialists in national security affairs

stretching the credibility of Article 10. Second, For information on NDU Press visit the Web site at frmthis country and abroad. The opinions expressed or

Ukraine, a fragile, non-MvAP, PFP partner of 52 http://www.ndu.edurinss/press/ndup2.html. INSS ass ipied in this publication are solely thomeof the authors
miloni elcteyblacngitrnlfocs prsduces Joint Force Ouarterfy for the Chairman of the c w and do sot necessarily represent the views of the

milionis eliatey blaningintrna foces Joint Chiefs of Staff tihe journal can ho accessed at National Daefons University, the Deportment of Defense,
pushing toward the West and pulling toward http:llwww.dtic.mil/doctrine/jetl /fq-pubs/index.htm. t tt or any other governmental agency.

Moscow and would find its strategic position .
challenged. Inviting all nine could tilt that Stephen J. Flanagan Roberf A. SilatnrmD~ William R. Bode George C. Moorz

balance, driving Ukraine outside the line. Director Director of Publications N UGeneral tditor Supervisory Editsr
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